**Construction**

All railing, gates and posts are crafted in solid cast iron, and are modular in design for ease of installation.

**Finishing**

Components are provided with a maintenance-free, ornamental finish, ready for application of the color of your choice.

**Scale:** 3/4"=1'-0"

---

### Item #  Qty.  Description                                          Weight
 GA032  1  Prospect 12' Gate (1 Pair)                              860 lbs (per pair)
 GA147  2  Pillar Driveway Gate Post with Root Fixing             304 lbs Each
 GA175  2  Pillar Hinge And Pivot Set                              
 GA020  2  Driveway Gate Handles (1 Pair)                           
 GA156  1  Driveway Gate Stop                                      

**Pricing**

- **GATE:** $3360.00
- **POSTS:** $2213.28
- **HARDWARE:** $225.60
- **MSRP:** $5798.88

**NOTES:**

01. Footing sizes to be determined during time of installation. Depth of footing determined by soil conditions / frost line.